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BANGERTER (2004)

-    

Q: HOW DO LANGUAGE AND GESTURE INTERACT?

:

1 the relative use of pointing and language varies according to the

situation: As pointing becomes ambiguous, speakers will rely on it less

and compensate with language

2 pointing is not redundant with speech: It reduces verbal effort to

identify a target

3 pointing focuses attention by directing gaze to the target region
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BANGERTER (2004): METHOD

(visible pairs), whereas others could not (hidden pairs). The first hy-

pothesis was tested by analyzing frequency of pointing as a function of

distance in the visible condition. The second hypothesis was tested by

examining the effects of condition and distance on verbal effort.

The third hypothesis was tested by assessing use of different verbal

methods of referring: feature descriptions, which identified a target by

its attributes (‘‘the girl with red hair’’); location descriptions, which

described the position of the target in the array (‘‘on the far right’’);

and deictic expressions (‘‘that guy’’), which accompanied pointing

(Bühler, 1965; Lyons, 1981). Different methods contribute differently

to referring. Feature descriptions contrast a target with competitors

and, in principle, allow unambiguous identification (Olson, 1970).

However, when there are many competitors, feature descriptions used

in isolation may not minimize collaborative effort (Grice, 1975). If

speakers also attempt to focus attention, they should use location

descriptions before feature descriptions. By hypothesis, if pointing

focuses attention, then it should sometimes be used in place of lo-

cation descriptions.

METHOD

Participants

Forty Stanford University students participated in pairs (10 pairs per

condition) for credit or pay. Participants were native English speakers

with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Materials

The materials were five arrays, each consisting of twenty 4.5- ! 4.5-

cm color photos of faces. Each array was printed onto a 61- ! 61-cm

sheet and affixed to a large board for ease of handling. Arrays had 10

targets and 10 distractors each. No photo was used twice. Arrays 1, 3,

and 5 had photos of women, and Arrays 2 and 4 had photos of men.

Photos were arranged so as not to form obvious rows and columns.

Directors received name sheets indicating the 10 targets for each

array. Each target’s name was printed above the corresponding photo.

Name sheets were hidden from the matchers’ view. For each array,

matchers received an answer sheet with the 20 photos of targets and

distractors. There was space above each photo to write the person’s name.

Procedure

The participants in each pair sat next to one another at a table on

which the name sheets and the answer sheets were placed (Fig. 1). The

person who sat on the left was the director, and the person who sat on

the right was the matcher. A second table was placed to the side of the

table opposite the participants, touching it in the middle and forming

a T shape. An easel was placed on this table to keep the array boards

vertical. Five distances were premarked for accurate placement of the

easel: arm length (0 cm), 25 cm, 50 cm, 75 cm, and 100 cm. At arm

length, the easel was flush with the side of the participants’ table

opposite them. They could touch the array by leaning forward.

In the hidden condition, a screen placed between the participants

completely hid them from each other. It did not hide participants’

views of the arrays at any distance.

Participants seated themselves in either chair, thus determining

their roles. At the start of the session, the easel was positioned at the

first distance (distances were presented in an essentially random

order). The experimenter explained the task and instructed participants

to proceed to identify the targets in the order on the director’s sheet.

They were told they could identify the pictures in any way they wanted

and both talk as much as they wanted, but should remain seated. The

experimenter placed the first array on the easel, started video re-

cording, and told the participants to begin. The director began by

trying to identify the first target and communicate that person’s name

to the matcher (e.g., ‘‘First is Ellen, at the top with glasses’’). The

matcher wrote the name down on the answer sheet, whereupon the

director continued with the next target.

When all 10 targets had been identified, the experimenter moved

the easel to the next distance, placed the second array on it, and

instructed the participants to continue. This procedure was repeated

until all five arrays were completed.

Data Collection and Coding

Two digital video cameras recorded the interaction, affording two

views of director and matcher. Recordings were mixed onto a split-

screen image for simultaneous viewing. Dialogue was transcribed

word for word. For each target, coders noted whether or not (i.e.,

presence or absence) verbal (location, feature, and deictic descrip-

tions) and gestural (pointing) methods were used by either person.

Coding of deixis was restricted to demonstrative pronouns or ad-

verbs (this, that, here, there). Pointing was coded from the video and

considered to be present when the arm was fully extended. Hidden

pairs almost never pointed in such a way. When speaking, pairs in

both conditions sometimes pointed with their index finger only (elbow

resting on the table). Such points were not intended to be communi-

cative and were disregarded in the present study. Reliability (Cohen’s

kappa), assessed by independent coding of 20% of the data, was ac-

ceptable to good (Fleiss, 1981): .76 for location descriptions, .73 for

feature descriptions, .70 for deictic descriptions, and .65 for pointing,

all ps < .001.

Visibility and distance constituted a 2 ! 5 mixed-model design.

Dependent variables were verbal effort (number of words per array

used by director and matcher) and number of targets per array for

which various referring methods were used.

Arm length (0 cm)
25 cm

50 cm
75 cm
100 cm

Matcher

Answer sheet

Name sheet

Stimulus array

Director

Fig. 1. Experimental setup.
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BANGERTER (2004): METHOD

I recorded:
I verbal methods of referring to each photo:

location description

featural description

deictic description

I gestural methods (pointing) to refer to a photo
I verbal effort : number of words per array



BANGERTER (2004): RESULTS

I pointing with verbal deixis (p.w̄.d) behave differently than without
(p.wo.d)

I p.w̄.d drops off quickly when it would become ambiguous
I p.wo.d remains constant

I p.w̄.d inversely correlates with verbal effort (r = − 62, n = 50,
p < 001)

I p.wo.d is uncorrelated with verbal effort (p = 56)

I pointing essentially unused in hidden condition
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BANGERTER (2004): DISCUSSION/CONCLUSION

DIFFERENT KINDS OF POINTING IN PRODUCTION:

I pointing with verbal deixis :
I unambiguous
I can reduce verbal effort
I only used when partner is visible

I pointing without verbal deixis :
I ambiguous
I no influence on/of verbal effort
I only used when partner is visible

I small directional gestures: [no details reported]

I ambiguous (?)
I no influence on/of verbal effort (?)
I used even when partner isn’t visible (!)
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GESTURE COMPREHENSION

S. R. H. Langton & V. Bruce. (2000). You *must* see the point : Automatic

processing of cues to the direction of social attention. Journal of Experimental

Psychology: Human Perception and Performance, 26, 747–75⒎
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they don’t think it’s an
intentional agent
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LANGTON & BRUCE (2004)

Q: (HOW MUCH) DO PEOPLE FOLLOW GESTURES?

:

1 do people follow gestures/body language alongside language?

2 do people follow hand and head cues equally?

3 do people follow all apparently directional gestures?

4 do people follow non-body-related directional cues?
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LANGTON & BRUCE (2004) EXP. 1: METHOD

I recording of (the word) “up” or “down”

I photo of a person with head facing neutrally/up/down, pointing up/down

(3× 2 = 6 pictures)

I ps. answer according to the spoken word
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LANGTON & BRUCE (2004) EXP. 2: METHOD

I photo of a person with head facing up/down, pointing up/down

(2× 2 = 4 pictures)

I ps. answer according to head or hand
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LANGTON & BRUCE (2004) EXP. 4: METHOD

I photo of a person with head facing up/down, arrow pointing up/down

(2× 2 = 4 pictures)

I ps. answer according to head or arrow
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LANGTON & BRUCE (2004) EXP. 3: METHOD

I photo of a person with head facing up/down, thumbs up/down

(2× 2 = 4 pictures)

I thumbs up/down is directional in appearance, non-directional in meaning

(good vs bad, rather than up vs down)

I ps. answer according to head or thumb



LANGTON & BRUCE (2004) EXP. 3: RESULTS



LANGTON & BRUCE (2004): DISCUSSION

I directional cues are processed automatically

⇒ not original to this study
I they cite “(e.g. Driver et al, 1999; Friesen & Kingstone, 1999; Langton &

Bruce, 1999; Langton et al, 1996)”
I for us, also very similar to the data from robot gaze

I they argue for their theory of social attention

I they argue against the idea that gestures are ignored
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GESTURE AND SPEECH PRODUCTION II

P. Morrel-Samuels & R. M. Krauss. (1992). Word familiarity predicts temporal

asynchrony of hand gestures and speech. Journal of Experimental Psychology:

Language, Memory and Cognition, 18, 615–62⒉



GESTURES AND SPEECH PRODUCTION II

L&B mainstream view: gestures are “body language” and comprehended

L&B some psychologists contradict this : gestures are for the benefit of the

speaker (Morrel-Samuels & Krauss, 1992; Rimé & Schiaratura, 1991)

L&B therefore, gestures would be ignored by the listener

L&B evidence disagrees with this

M-S&K mainstream view: gestures are “body language” and comprehended

M-S&K gestures largely facilitates lexical access (K:) and contribute little to the

listener

M-S&K evidence agrees with this

TAM these arguments are compatible
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MORREL-SAMUELS & KRAUS (1992)

I ps. described pictures to a confederate

I confederate could see p, but not picture

I gestures which relate to a spoken word:

(a) always start with or before the word
(b) almost always finish during the word
(c) start longer before a word the less frequent the word is

∴ gestures are used to facilitate language production

I review literature which shows that restricted hand, arm, leg movement

leads to restricted speech
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MORREL-SAMUELS & KRAUS (1992)

I this paper studied a completely different sort of gesture than the other

two: the sort Bangerter explicitly ignored!

I this paper does not conclude gestures are unused



TOWARDS MULTI-MODAL INTERACTION

I both papers argue the same thing:

I there can be no modular, mono-modal psychology of language

I L&B, Bangereter :
I language is more than a stream of soundwaves

I M-S&K:
I there must be feedback and a relationship between the two to get the

gesture results we do



CONCLUSION

I ability to point influences verbal effort (B)

I pointing influenced by social context (B)

I directional gestures are processed automatically (L&B)

I non-semantic gestures facilitate comprehension (M-S&K)

I language is heavily influenced by our physical actions at multiple levels

(all three)
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